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Depth of Field
A young conflict photographer wants to see  

the toughest things.
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ne day last February, Trevor Snapp ’02.5 
boarded a bus in Cairo, headed west along a coast 
springing with the neon of beach resorts, and 
stopped before the Libyan border in the dry, scrubby 
town of Saloum. He had been in Morocco only a 
day to photograph protests there—the nation, he 
had guessed, would be the next swept up in the 
Arab Spring—when he heard that Libya’s coastal 
checkpoint was abandoned. A journalist had passed 

easily into the country. “I woke up the next morning, thought, 
‘I better get to Libya,’ took the next plane to Cairo, and went 
straight for the border,” he said. From Saloum, he described it like 
this: “I crossed over. There was a dude with a gun. He said, ‘get 
in the van.’ Next thing I knew, I was in Benghazi, and there were 
guns everywhere, missiles going all day long. I took a picture; 
rebels shot in the air. They were playing to the camera.”

 The rebels, Trevor found, were scrappy but unpracticed. 
Their bombs were the sort fishermen tossed overboard in tomato 
cans to send fish, dead, to the surface. When an army loyal to 
the revolutionaries organized a front line, the rebels charged past 
it, shooting then retreating to the back. At first, they pushed 
Muammar Qaddafi’s forces west toward Sirte, the dictator’s 
birthplace. Then they began to lose. By the time Qaddafi was 
nearly to Benghazi and NATO dropped bombs in the rebels’ 
defense, Trevor had left the country.  

I met him eight months later, the day Qaddafi was killed, on 
Avenue Bourghiba in Tunisia’s capitol, Tunis. Trevor wore a 
blue button-down shirt, loose jeans that tapered around his calves, 
ankle-high brown boots, and a soft leather camera bag slung over 
his left shoulder. He looked his age of 31, with a trimmed beard 
and wry smile. He spoke slowly and with an odd accent he calls 
“international English” which made his eloquence seem all the 
more surprising. We walked north toward the Libyan embassy, 
and paused at a sidewalk café for coffee. It came in tall, milky 
glasses and with a bowl of sugar cubes. “The bang-bang is only 
part of the story,” said Trevor, when I asked why he left Libya. 
“The market wants their bang-bang shots, and there are plenty of 
photographers to supply them. The market doesn’t care as much 
for civilian casualties or gangs that grow up in the ashes of the 
war. It’s hard for photographers because we risk a lot to go to 
these places and we want to go back. We want to finish the story. 
But often we have to do it on our own dime.” Though wasn’t 
it the breaking news, I asked, that first drew him to Libya? “I’m 
not interested in conflict for conflict sake,” he said. “I’m more 
interested in what happens next.”

Two men took the table next to ours, and a waiter placed 
a hookah pipe between them. He lit and fanned the coal.  The 
sun had set, and the street was dimly lit, streaked by the yellow 
lights of taxis. A car passed trailing a Libyan flag. “Let’s go,” said 
Trevor, sliding two dinars onto the table. We continued north 
until we came to the embassy, a tall, columned building hemmed 
with razor wire. A few dozen men had slipped past the coils and 
gathered on the steps. They were sweaty and ecstatic, and chanted 
in breathy syllables. Some held their arms in slings; one boy 
leaned on crutches. On the sidewalk, a crowd gathered around 

a white SUV, doors splayed, a stereo blaring hip-hop in Arabic. 
A pretty girl who wore a flag over her hair asked me to take her 
photograph. “I’m so happy,” she said, and asked if I had seen 
the pictures of Qaddafi. I had: his face contorted, pressed against 
another man’s knee, chest soaked in blood. “I’m so happy,” she 
said again and ran into the crowd. A legless man wheeled onto 
the sidewalk. When Trevor kneeled to take his picture, the man 
didn’t notice, but leaned forward in his chair and sobbed. 

found Trevor one afternoon at a café east of Tunis, 
where we were to meet our translator before driving south 
from the city. Ammar, 29, had just voted in Tunisia’s first 
democratic election but would return soon to Dubai, where 
he worked for a marketing company. He was tall, impeccably 
groomed, and, having expected a more glamorous employer, 
confounded by Trevor’s nonchalance. (One night, he asked 

about our plans for the next day. We don’t have any, Trevor 
replied; we make them up as we go along. “You’re kidding!” said 
Ammar. “You’re an interesting man, Trevor! You really are!”) 

Ammar took the back seat of our rental car, lit a cigarette, 
and opened a newspaper. The Islamist party, which believes 
faith should be the foundation for Tunisia’s new democracy, had 
won the most seats on the constitutional assembly. This was no 
surprise, since practicing Muslims were jailed and tortured by the 
last regime. Their devotion to Islam—and their political will—had 
strengthened through years of isolation. The winning party, despite 
its religious roots, promised to uphold women’s rights, even those 
contrary to Sharia law. But Trevor suspected these progressive 
values were strongest in the urban north, and in the country’s 
southern reaches, Tunisians sought a far more conservative state. 
So, he suggested we get out of the city.

“What do you think of this, Trevor?” asked Ammar, referring 
to the election results. He folded the paper on his lap. I thought 
maybe Trevor didn’t hear. He kept glancing at a lake to the west, 
where an old fisherman waded up to his waist in street clothes.

“I think it’s very complex,” he said. “But it also makes sense. 
America has been propping up dictators who suppress Islamic 
people for decades. And when these dictators fled, it became a 
victory for religion. Like when Qaddafi died, and three days later, 
millions of Tunisians—many weren’t even Islamist—voted for the 
Islamists.”  

“I think you’re right,” said Ammar.
We came to a lonely, littered traffic circle patrolled by two 

policemen. At the center of the circle stood a giant, painted 
creature with large ears, a bushy tail, and a blue bodysuit. “What 
is that?” said Trevor. Ammar acted bored. Perhaps it was a 
mongoose, or a rat. The last dictator, Ben Ali, had erected these 
statues as reminders not to litter. “Hold on,” said Trevor, parking 
the car. “I have to get this.” He crossed the road and knelt beneath 
the creature. 

“This guy makes me nervous,” said Ammar, eyeing the 
policemen. “He acts more comfortable in Tunisia than a Tunisian!”

Back in the car, Trevor flicked through radio stations—pundits, 
Black Eyed Peas—and settled, for a moment, on something that 
resembled “Arabian Nights.” He turned it off and sat in silence. 
Rows of olive trees stretched and narrowed to points on the 
coastline. Each village we passed was dryer than the last, until 
pasture turned to reddish dust and orchards to windrows of prickly 
pear. A sheepherder walked a bicycle alongside a flock; a Berber 

woman, blue dots tattooed across 
her forehead and cheeks, locked 
my eyes until I turned. The week 
before, after Trevor had spent 
only a few days in the country, he 
called and told me he was having 
a hard time photographing the 
place. “There are certain kinds of 
stories you can’t do justice with 
photography,” he said. “Social 
change and protest are easy to make visual points about, because 
they’re very dramatic and obvious. Changes that happen inside 
people are more difficult.” As the sun lowered, casting the desert 
in yellow light, his eyes darted across irrigation ditches, clusters 
of concrete houses, sheep crossing a dusty road. This light was 
clearer, he said finally, than any he had ever seen. 

revor Snapp was born on Lopez Island in the 
San Juan archipelago, an hour by ferry to the upper 
coast of Washington. His father worked as a fisherman in 
Alaska, and for a few seasons, Trevor’s mother joined him 
there until they saved enough money to buy land on the 
island. There they lived in the hollow of a tree while they 
erected a workshop, and later a house. They had a privy, 

chickens, and a garden, to which his mother tended while his 
father built and fixed boats. The oldest fishing vessel the family 
kept was the David B., a diesel tugboat that once had run on 
steam. To maneuver the boat into gear, his father would ring a 
bell, and Trevor would jam a four-foot metal bar into a wheel and 
push down on it hard. When he was younger, too slight to muscle 
the bar, he balanced on it and jumped. Sometimes his father rang 
the bell as Trevor leapt, but the bar wouldn’t budge. Many years 
later, Trevor decided to buy a sailboat with money he earned from 
raising three pigs. The garboard seam split open when he took it 
into the bay, so he hooked a pump to a 12-volt battery to stay 
afloat. Eventually, he sold the boat and bought a car. 

When Trevor was 13, his parents mortgaged their house and 
took the family to Europe. There they found a Volkswagen van 
and drove around the continent for three months. In Amsterdam, 
he remembers the freedom of riding the tram with his younger 
brother and his amazement at the oldness of the place. Three years 
later, he convinced his parents to send him to New Zealand for a 
semester of school. “I thought I would be climbing volcanoes,” he 
said, “but I ended up in the ghetto of Christ Church. It’s like the 
least ghettoized city in the world, but it definitely has a ghetto, and 
I was definitely in it.” He went to jail twice, once when he was 
mugged, and again when he streaked a cricket game. He passed 
from family to family and was nearly sent home, but, humiliated 
by the prospect, convinced the program to let him stay. 

The semester before Trevor enrolled at Middlebury, he 
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Protesters flee tear gas and 
bullets, as street battles rage 
near Egypt’s Interior Ministry 
building near Tahrir Square.

“I’m not interested in conflict 
for conflict’s sake,” Trevor 
says. “I’m more interested in 
what happens next.”
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studied in Nepal. “It was very magical—the idea of reincarnation, 
the thousands of Gods, the very different way Hindus approach 
the world.” His enchantment quickly dissipated in college. He 
struggled, at first, with the workload, and was struck by the wealth 
and formality of his peers. “I barely knew my teachers’ last names 
growing up. Students would say, ‘That’s Donny Grant,’ and I was 
like, ‘You mean Donny?’” He designed a major in African studies 
and went abroad to Cameroon. There he found the subject of his 
thesis—how fishing communities navigate access to Lake Chad—
and learned that the best way to find a story was, simply, to show 
up. “I went without any contacts, and one of the first people I 
talked to said, ‘My father’s a chief up there near the lake.’ I ended 
up living with him.”

Trevor’s post-college years were nearly as coincidental. He 
went to New Orleans to work as a prison guard but waited tables 
instead. He tried hopping trains west, but the bulls chased him off 
after only a few miles. He rode with truckers the rest of the way. 
He was a bike messenger in New York until he found a job with 
the Civilian Complaint Review Board interviewing witnesses 
about policeman misconduct. “Nothing ever got solved,” he 
said. “I think they hired recent graduates because we were easy 
to manipulate.” When he saved enough money, he traveled 
to Italy and India with his girlfriend at the time, and they tried 
unsuccessfully to publish several stories. Only when he returned 
to the states did he sell his photographs to news agencies. Then he 
moved to Central America.

In 2007, he began publishing regularly, first with newspapers 
and magazines abroad, and then in TIME, Newsweek, The New York 

Times, and online at NPR and the 
BBC. Now he is syndicated with 
Corbis Images, a stock agency based 
in Seattle. He has covered stories of 
both his own and others’ invention 
in Mexico, Guatemala, El Salvador, 
Nicaragua, Uganda, and Tanzania. 
But the place he has come to know 
best is South Sudan, where he first 

went on assignment with a nonprofit in 2009, two years before 
the country gained independence from North Sudan. He found 
it a frustrating place to work. A hotel room might cost 150 dollars 
a night, a tomato a dollar. But the country, weakened by violent 
attacks from North Sudan and the roving Lord’s Resistance Army, 
was ripe with visual stories. The last he followed was in the remote 
Murle territory: The tribe had frequently adopted unwanted kids 
from a neighboring community, but recent conflict turned the 
exchange into a lucrative market for kidnapped children. It took 
Trevor weeks to find a way into the region, which is accessible 
only one dry season a year. Once he met the chief in Juba, he 
found a flight. But his plane left without him soon after he arrived. 
He hitched a ride out.

When I asked Trevor what draws him to places with deep 
conflict, he said, “I want to know that, even if just for a night, I 
can sleep in a slum or hang out in a prison full of gang members.” 
Peering into lives unlike his own made him feel comfortable with 
his place in the world. Though his images never quite became 
him—he talks about his camera as though it were a shield—they 

Young boys play along the 
pockmarked wall of a decay-
ing school in the South Sudan. 

“I like that I’m constantly 
forced to look at what I have 
and what others don’t have 
and be comfortable with that.”

did influence him. And some were etched deeply in his mind. 
One night, we were driving north along the coast when he told 
me a story from South Sudan. “It’s hard for me to even talk about 
this,” he said. “There was a boy in the Nuba Mountains who had 
half of his face blown off—a bomb dropped from a cargo plane. 
A local doctor had sewed it up somehow, and it was infested with 
worms.” The boy’s father took him to the only hospital in the 
region, where Trevor visited one day. A doctor showed Trevor 
into one of the wards, where he met the boy’s father and asked 
permission to take his son’s photograph. The father agreed; he 
wanted people to see how his family had suffered. But when 
Trevor saw the boy, he couldn’t lift his camera. “It was like 
nothing I had ever seen,” he said. “And now that picture’s not in 
my camera, but in my mind.”

efore the digital camera, striking images of 
conflict took a longer time to fetch—journalists often 
spent weeks in the field before sending film to editors—
and so there were fewer of them. Ask baby boomers 
to recall iconic photographs of the Vietnam War, and 
they’re likely to mention the same naked girl running 
from a napalm cloud or Viet Cong officer taking a 

bullet in the head. Ask about the Iraq War, and they’re likelier 
to stumble. Tim Hetherington, a journalist killed by mortar fire 
in Libya last April, once asked his colleague, João Silva, if there 
were any great images to come out of Iraq like there were from 
Vietnam. Silva replied, “The problem isn’t that we haven’t taken 
that classic image. The problem is that we have taken too many.” 
Journalists in Iraq were some of the first to use digital technology, 

landing in the field with new cameras and manuals. Capturing a 
quick, clear image was suddenly much easier, a snap of the shutter 
as simple as a trigger-pull. 

The Internet, too, has created space for more photographers, 
professional and amateur, to publish. The ironic result is that the 
images we pay most attention to are not the beautifully composed 
but the shockingly raw, mindless of form, light, and clarity. I recall, 
first, Lynndie England holding an Abu Grhaib prisoner by a leash. 
The next that comes to mind is a blood-soaked Qaddafi, the same 
photograph the Libyan girl mentioned to me that night at the 
embassy. When I asked Trevor about the image, he said it nearly 
made him sorry for the man. Indeed, critics had called it tasteless, 

disrespectful, and, according to 
one, “death porn.” But there was 
truth in its rawness, he said—under 
Qaddafi, after all, executions aired 
on national television—and the 
grotesque honesty struck people. 
“Maybe photojournalists would 
have made more esthetic choices,” 
said Trevor. “But maybe their 

“I want to know that, even if just for a night,  
I can sleep in a slum or hang out in a prison  
full of gang members.”

B
The body of a volunteer rebel 
lies in a Brega morgue,  
the young man a victim of a 
Libyan government air strike. 

“It’s our job to get people to 
look at things they would not 
otherwise see.”
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photographs wouldn’t have felt as true.”
Photojournalists tread a precarious line in documenting 

conflict. “It’s our job to get people to look at things they would 
not otherwise see,” said Trevor. But most newspapers won’t 
publish highly grotesque images, so photographers often rely 
on artistic suggestion to make a point. No agency would have 
accepted an image of the boy he met in the hospital, he told me. 
But last year, the cover of TIME Magazine featured a photograph 
by Jodie Bieber of an Afghani girl with her nose cut off. “It was 
shocking, and a risk, but you could tell the girl was beautiful,” said 
Trevor. “She looked like Mary.”  

Navigating a news-driven, digital market frustrates Trevor, 
who is drawn to stories that take months, if not years, to report. 
Violent images are worthless unless in context, he says, but 
developing contextual stories takes more time than most outlets 
are willing to give. This past year, he began assembling a mixed-
media iPad book about Sudan with TIME correspondent Alan 
Boswell. “The iPad is very tactile. You can touch the picture, 
move it around. Text or audio pops up. It’s a layered experience.” 
Trevor is exploring other ways to make his work relevant by 
collaborating with the online literary organization, Triple Canopy, 
to create a wider platform for in-depth visual stories. Meanwhile, 
he is assembling an exhibition of large photographs showing the 
impacts of small arms in South Sudan and has considered exhibiting 
on newsprint, as well, to make the story more distributable. He 
imagines people in Sudan tearing up images and pasting them in 
their homes, or Americans coming across a city wall, papered in 
photographs. 

One evening, on a highway south of Tunis, we stopped at a 
dim roadside shop. Ammar bought cigarettes from three men who 
sat in white plastic chairs. The shop was sparsely stocked, aside 
from a glass case mounded with small, honeyed sweets. One of 
the men motioned for Trevor to take some, and he did, placing 
two sticky squares in his palm. Then he held the glass open for me, 
and I did the same. When we pulled back onto the road, I asked 
Trevor why he thought it was important for people to see things 
they’d rather not see. “In America we have covered walkways 
and umbrellas,” he said. “It’s frustrating as a photographer. 
Everything is hidden in prisons, in old folks homes, in schools. 
We’re protected from so much of life—and death, too. I could 
forget death exists until a loved one passes away. But if I wander 
around Nairobi long enough, I’m sure to come across a body.” 

“That’s different, though, from seeing someone get killed,” 
I said.

“Of course. I was in Uganda the last night of the World Cup. 
We went to a party for a local newspaper, and some reporters 
started getting texts that a bomb had gone off. We thought it must 
be a gas explosion. Then someone else got a text that another 
bomb had gone off at a nightclub. So we hopped on a boda-boda 
and went to the hospital. It was total anarchy. In one room, there 
was a pile of dead people, all these beautiful, young people dressed 
in their nice clothes to go out. It’s so impersonal. Something about 
bombing civilians, whether it’s the US dropping a drone on a 
wedding or Al Shabab throwing a grenade into a nightclub, I can 
never quite get my head around it.” There were photographers, 
he said, who saw that sort of thing every week. 

Could he become one of them, I asked? 
“I would not be okay.”
Two days after the bombing, Trevor’s photograph of a young 

victim and a nurse pressing a stethoscope to his chest made the 
front page of The New York Times. The next week, Trevor left 
for South Sudan, where he attended two more funerals for men 

he hadn’t met. He had little time to process what he had seen 
in Uganda. It was easier, anyway, to move onto the next thing. 
Eventually, when he left Libya last March, he went home to 
Lopez Island. “It’s hard to go home and talk about this stuff,” he 
said. “It never really comes up, so you just kind of turn it off.” He 
visits home twice a year, but doesn’t think he’ll live in the States 
again. “I like that I’m constantly forced to look at what I have 
and what others don’t have, and be comfortable with that. Once 
you’ve been in the world,” he joked, “the only place in America 
you can really live is New York.” 

Several months later, when North Sudanese dropped bombs 
in the Nuba Mountains of South Sudan, Trevor went back. “That 
boy,” he told me. “I wish I had taken his picture. It would’ve 
protected me from some of the horror.” Trevor drummed his 
fingers on the wheel. He glanced inside a passing car. “And I just 
think it should exist. The picture of that boy should exist. Because 
five days ago, another bomb dropped on a village there, and it’s 
not going to be reported.”  

ne evening in the holy city of Kairouan, 
a few hundred kilometers south of Tunis, Trevor, 
Ammar, and I were perched in a dark corridor above 
the stone courtyard of the Great Mosque. Bats flickered 
in the rafters, and from the prayer room opposite us 
came a deep atonal hum, like from a hive of bees. 
Hundreds of men and women had come to pray that 

evening. They rode their bicycles through heavy wooden doors 
and propped them against columns that edged the courtyard. 
When the prayer was over, women draped in veils shuffled briskly 
across the stone and disappeared like black ghosts onto the street. 

Trevor noticed Ossema and Marwen, two young Muslims we 
had met earlier, crossing toward us, and lifted his camera. They 
wore long white smocks and knit crowns. Their dress was Saudi 
but customary for Tunisian Salafists, who believe that Islam should 
be practiced the way their prophet once did. (Sharia law and jihad 
are among those ways.) The two men had not always been so 
conservative. Each was jailed during the last regime, and Ossema 
told us that in confinement he had become more devout. When 
he and Marwen joined us in the corridor, we spoke for some 
time. Then, in perfect English, Ossema said he had a question. 
“If Americans believe in democracy,” he said, “then why do they 
select a government that supports dictators who kill us?” 

I looked at Trevor, who looked at Ossema. “That’s a good 
question,” he said. He leaned forward, and in slow, accented 
English, said, “If politicians try to do something in America—if 
they try to build a dam or spy on people—the citizens get very 
angry. But the American government pretty much does what it 

wants in the rest of the world. 
Most citizens trust it. If you ask 
an American, ‘How do you feel 
that you’re responsible for tens of 
thousands of civilians killed in the 
last decade?’ they will say, ‘What 
are you talking about?’ ” Trevor 
tilted his head against a column. 
“I’m sorry,” he said. “This is 
something I get very passionate about.”

The next day, we intended to go west to Sbeitla, but took a 
wrong turn and went, instead, to Sidi Bouzid. This was where the 
Arab Spring began, when a young vendor, Mohammed Bouazizi, 
was harassed by municipal officials for selling his wares with out 
a permit and self-immolated beside the governor’s office. Trevor 
wanted to find the spot where it happened, so Ammar inquired 
directions from a long-winded man on the sidewalk. “What did 
he say?” asked Trevor.

“Go this way for a few blocks,” said Ammar. “Then ask.” 
The streets were deserted, and the dwellings too, some gutted 

to all but bricks. After several blocks, we saw a woman in jeans and 
a headscarf. “Ask her,” said Trevor.

“I won’t do it,” said Ammar. It’s considered indecent for a 
Muslim man to approach a woman, even with a request as benign 
as ours. “You do it,” he told me.

“I don’t speak Arabic,” I said. 
“Say something,” said Trevor.
“Bonjour, Madame,” I said, catching the woman’s attention. I 

looked back at Ammar, who began to speak. The woman scowled 

at him and kept walking.  
“You see?” said Ammar.
The place where Bouazizi set himself on fire was a patch 

of pavement in a busy street. Trevor pointed his camera at the 
ground. He squatted, planted a foot, lifted his heel. A boy on a 
motorbike posed in jest. Trevor turned to find another angle, and 
noticed five men sitting in the shade of a kiosk. He kneeled and 
took their picture. When he showed them the photograph, one 
man stood to leave; another shook his hand. Trevor returned to 
the patch of pavement and tried once more. “I give up,” he said. 
“Let’s go.”

We drove north, and when the sun had nearly set, turned 
down a dusty road lined in prickly pear. We parked by a cluster 
of houses, and several children came to greet us.  A young girl 
showed Trevor the way she lowered a yellow jug into a well to 
collect water. She pulled up the rope, hand over hand, as Trevor 
took her picture. The light, he would tell me later, was the sort 
that stretched the   medium to edge of its capability. It reminded 
him of his favorite photograph, one he took at a cattle camp, 
late in the day, in South Sudan. In this photograph, there are no 
guns or dead people. There is only a woman, her belly round and 
dropping with child, and a gray cow she holds by the horn. She is a 
dark, bulbous shadow, her eyes barely visible. The sun sets behind 
her and washes the sky in white. “It’s grainy and blurry and a little 
strange,” Trevor told me. “But I like how imperfect it is.”

Sierra Crane-Murdoch is a freelance writer based in Colorado. She writes 
for High Country News magazine, among others.
 

A pregnant woman tends to 
her cattle at dusk in a remote 
camp in the Jonglei state of 
South Sudan. “In America, we 
have covered walkways and 
umbrellas . . . We’re protected 
from so much life—and death.” 

Two days after the bombing, Trevor’s photograph 
of a young victim and a nurse pressing a  
stethoscope to his chest made the front page  
of the New York Times.
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